
TERMS OF USE OF THE PLATFORM  

WITH CASH LIMIT CO-FINANCED BY THE USER  

The present Terms of Use define: 

1. The general terms, conditions and rules of ordering or co-financing Benefits as a part of the 

Scheme via the www.pk.benefitsystems.pl (hereinafter referred to as the : „Platform”), 

maintained by MultiBenefit sp. z o.o. with its registered office in Warsaw;  

 

2. The terms and conditions of provision by the Operator of services by electronic means of 

communication. 

§ 1 Definitions 

1. Account Deactivation – the act of removing User’s data provided during the Registration 

process, whereby the specified User loses the ability to use the Platform; the person entitled 

to de-active User’s Account is the Operator. 

 

2. Working Days – are understood to mean the days of the week from Monday to Friday 

excluding public holidays. 

 

3. Delivery – – is understood to mean the act of providing the Benefit in line with the Agreement 

concluded with the Client.  

 

4. Purchase Confirmation – is understood to mean the confirmation of purchase of the Benefit 

automatically generated and sent to the e-mail address indicated by the User during the 

Registration and accessible also from the User Account profile; it confirms the purchase of the 

Benefit.  

 

5. Password – is understood to mean a string of letters, digits, or other characters used to secure 

the access to the User Account on the Platform.  

 

6. Login – is understood to mean the User’s individual designation that, along with the Password, 

is required in order to use the User’s Account on the Platform. The Login is the correct address 

of the User’s electronic mail or a number assigned in the manner specified in the agreement 

between the Operator and the Client. 

 

7. Client – is understood to mean a legal person or an organisational unit without legal 

personality, which based on a separate agreement concluded with the Operator enables its 

employees or contractors (Users) to use the Scheme.  
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8. User Account – is understood to mean an individual panel for each User made available to 

him/her by the Operator after completion of the Registration process. 

 

9. Operator – is understood to mean MultiBenefit sp. z o.o. with its registered office in Warsaw 

at Plac Europejski 2, entered into the Register of Entrepreneurs maintained by the District 

Court for the capital city of Warsaw, 12th Commercial Department of the National Court 

Register, under No. KRS: 0000433524, Tax Identification Number NIP: 5252538167, e-mail: 

kontakt@multikafeteria.pl, which is the owner of the Platform. 

 

10. Partner – is understood to mean a natural person, a legal person or an organisational unit 

without legal personality granted legal capacity by the law, which carries out business or 

professional activity on its own behalf, which is separate from the activity of the Operator and 

whose Benefits are offered on the Platform. 

 

11. Scheme - the offer of acquisition of Benefits through the Platform directed to Users on the 

terms specified in the Terms of Use.  

 

12. Cash Limit – the limit amount allocated to the User by the Client, within which the User can 

order Benefits on the Platform (the Order) or, by additionally using his/her own funds, 

purchase Benefits on the Platform (the Transaction).  

 

13. Terms of Use – are understood to mean the present terms of use of the Platform. 

 

14. Registration – is understood to mean the act made in the manner specified in the agreement 

between the Client and the Operator and required to enable the User to use all the features 

of the Platform. 

 

15. Platform Website – – is understood to mean the websites on which the Operator maintains 

the Platform; the websites are located in the www.pk.benefitsystems.pl lub 

www.benefitsystems.pl/multikafeteria domains. 

 

16. Benefit – is understood to mean a service or merchandise of the Partner or the Operator 

available to the User on the Platform. The range and type of Benefits is always specified in the 

agreement concluded between the Operator and the Client.  

 

17. Transaction – is understood to mean the sales agreement concluded electronically on the 

terms specified in the Terms of Use between the User and the Operator, the subject of which 
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is the ability to use one or more Benefits of the same type or different types, based on which 

the User finances or co-finances the acquisition of the Benefits. 

 

18. Order– is understood to mean the act of ordering Benefits by the User within the Cash Limit 

granted to the User by the Client and without payment with the User’s own funds.  

 

19. User – – is understood to mean a natural person with full legal capacity specified by the Client 

and using the Scheme in a way not directly related to his/her business or professional activity. 

§ 2 General Provisions 

1. The Operator informs that the detailed scope and manner of using the Scheme and the 

Platform by a particular User is specified in the agreement concluded between the Operator 

and the Client that is the employer or principal of the User. Due to the specific nature of the 

Scheme and the Platform, in which the Client, i.e. the employer or principal of the User, is each 

time the intermediary between the User and the Operator, before using the Scheme and the 

Platform, the User should obtain information about the scope and manner of using the Scheme 

and the Platform from his/her employer or principal. The Operator may inform the User about 

the detailed rules of using the Scheme and the Platform, including about the available Benefits, 

to the extent indicated by the Client. The change in the scope of available Benefits or in the 

way of using the Scheme by a particular User is performed by the Operator at the request of 

the Client, and as such does not constitute a change of the present Terms of Use.  

 

2. All rights to the Platform, including copyrights, intellectual property rights to its name, Internet 

domain, Platform Website, as well as to the patterns, forms and logos belong to the Operator, 

and using them can take place only in the manner specified in and consistent with the Terms 

of Use. 

 

3. The Platform is provided by the Operator via the Internet and the Platform Website as a 

resource of the ICT/IT system. 

 

4. The Operator reserves the right to place on the Platform Website contents advertising goods 

and services of third parties in the forms used on the Internet 

 

5. Users and third parties are forbidden to use the Platform or the Platform Website to send 

unsolicited commercial information. 

§ 3 Using the Platform  

1. Using the Platform is to be understood as each activity of the User that makes him/her 

acquainted with the content of the Platform Website, subject to the provisions of Article 4 of 

the Terms of Use. 

 



2. Using the Platform may take place only on the terms and to the extent specified in the Terms 

of Use and defined for a given User in the agreement concluded between the Client (the 

employer or principal of a particular User) and the Operator. 

 

3. The Operator shall endeavour to make the use of the Platform possible for Internet users with 

all popular web browsers, operating systems, computer types and the types of Internet 

connections. The minimal technical requirements for using the Platform Websites include in 

particular: enabled JavaScript and cookies, and the use of one of the following browsers: 

Internet Explorer (version 8 or higher), Firefox Mozilla (version 6 or higher), or Google Chrome 

(version 10 or higher).. 

 

4. The User using the Platform is not entitled to interfere in the content, structure, form, 

graphics, or mechanism of action of the Platform and the Platform Websites. 

 

5. Users are prohibited to provide illegal content or use the Platform or Platform Websites or the 

services provided by the Operator in a manner that is unlawful or immoral, or violates the 

personal rights of third parties or the legitimate interests of the Operator. 

 

6. Users are entitled to use the resources of the Platform exclusively for their own use. Users are 

forbidden to use the resources and functions of the Platform in order to conduct business, 

economic or advertising activities or such activities that would violate the legitimate interest 

of the Operator. 

 

7. The Operator declares that the public nature of the Internet and the use of electronic services 

may be associated with the risk of obtaining and modifying data by unauthorised persons, 

which is why Users should use appropriate technical measures to minimise the risks mentioned 

above. In particular, Users should use anti-virus programs and programs protecting the identity 

of Internet users. The Operator never asks the User to make the User’s Password available in 

any form. 

§ 4 Registration 

1. Creation of an Account is voluntary and is made after the Platform is made available to the 

User based on an agreement concluded between the Operator and the Client. 

 

2. In order to use the Account, the User has to log to the Account for the first time with the Login 

and Password provided by the Operator and enter his/her personal data. The User is obliged 

to create a new Password after the Registration. The agreement concluded between the 

Operator and the Client may specify a different way of activating the Account; in such a case, 

the User shall be informed of the way of activating the Account by the Operator or by the 

Client in the manner specified in the agreement concluded between the Operator and the 

Client.  



 

3. Access to the Account on the terms specified in the Terms of Use is synonymous with access 

to the possibility of purchasing (Transaction) or submitting Orders for Benefits presented on 

the Platform. 

 

4. The conditions for the User Account activity and the way of its activation are each time 

determined in the agreement concluded between the Operator and the Client.  

 

5. Termination of the agreement for the use of the Platform or deprivation of a person of the 

status of User as a result of the Client’s decision is tantamount to deactivation of the Account 

and the User’s inability to re-log to the Platform to use its services. 

 

6. If the Client ceases to pay its liabilities arising from the agreement concluded between the 

Operator and the Client, the Operator is authorised to block the Account, which results in lack 

of access to the Account. Upon payment of the due receivables, the Account shall be unlocked.  

 

7. The first time the User logs to the Account (Registration):  

 

1) the User should fill in all the fields of the registration form, unless the field is marked as optional; 

2) the information entered in the registration form should relate to the User only and be consistent 

with the truth; the User is the person responsible for the accuracy of the information contained in the 

registration form; 

3) the User should read and confirm that he/she has read the Terms of Use by marking the appropriate 

box in the registration form; 

4) by marking the appropriate box in the registration form, the User should express his/her will to 

conclude an agreement for provision by the Operator of services by electronic means of 

communication, including the service of maintenance of the User Account, with the provision that 

failure to express the will to conclude the agreement prevents Registration in the Scheme and its use; 

5) 5) the User should consent to the processing of his/her personal data contained in the form for the 

purpose of implementation of the services covered by the Scheme (Article 23(1) point 3 of the Act on 

Personal Data Protection), with the provision that the User has the right to access his/her personal 

data and correct them. 

8. Logging to the Account for the first time after filling in the registration form is tantamount to: 

 

1) acknowledging and accepting the Terms of Use; 

2) authorising the Operator to process the personal data of the User contained in the registration form 

in order to provide the service consisting in maintenance of the User’s Account and granting consent 



to being sent by the Operator the technical information related to the use of the User Account to the 

e-mail address provided by the User during the Registration. 

9. The User is obliged to make every effort to maintain confidentiality and not to disclose his/her 

Password to third parties. In the event of circumstances that make it possible to suspect that 

unauthorised persons have gained access to the Password, the User must immediately notify 

the Operator of the fact using the available means of communication. In such a case, the User 

should immediately change the Password using appropriate functions available in the User 

Account. 

 

10. The Operator shall create and implement safeguards against unauthorised use, reproduction 

or distribution of the content available on the Platform Website. If the Operator applies the 

above-mentioned safeguards, Users undertake to refrain from any action aimed at removing 

or circumventing those safeguards or solutions. 

§ 5 Financing and co-financing of Benefits by the User  

1. The agreement concluded between the Client and the Operator may limit the number of 

Benefits of a given type, financed or co-financed by the User, possible to acquire at the 

conclusion of a single Transaction. It may also determine the scope of possible financing or co-

financing of such Benefits by the User. The range of Benefits available for a given User is always 

specified in the agreement concluded between the Operator and the Client.  

 

2. In order to finance or co-finance a Benefit or Benefits, the User selects the “Buy or Accept” 

option in the appropriate tab of the Platform Website. The User further specifies: 

 

1) the number of selected Benefits of a given type, which cannot be greater than the number specified 

in the agreement referred to in paragraph 1; 

2) the method of payment; 

3) the form of Delivery from the ones made available on the Platform; if, pursuant to the agreement 

concluded between the Client and the Operator, the Delivery is made to the Client’s office, the User 

has no option to choose the form of Delivery;  

After indicating the required choices, the User sends the Order to the Operator by choosing the “Order 

now under payment obligation” option in the order summary. 

3. A single Transaction may include financing or co-financing of various Benefits in various 

numbers, subject to the provisions of the agreement concluded between the Client and the 

Operator.  

 

4. Assignment of Benefits is made in accordance with the order of recording the payments on 

the bank account of the Operator until depletion of the Benefits of this type offered by the 

Operator or until reaching the maximum number of Benefits of this type that can be the object 

of a single Transaction. 



 

5. Transactions can be carried out only during presentation of the Benefit on the Platform.  

 

6. The proof of purchase is the Purchase Confirmation document generated by the Operator and 

sent to the e-mail address specified by the User in the User profile; alternatively, the proof of 

purchase can be provided in the form of access to the Purchase Confirmation in the User 

Account. Purchase Confirmations may be made available in the appropriate tab in the User 

Account profile.  

 

7. Each Purchase Confirmation contains information on the right to cancel the Transaction in 

accordance with the Act on Consumer Rights of 30 May 2014.  

 

8. The Partner or the Operator is obliged to deliver and liable to the User for delivering the 

acquired Benefits with due diligence arising from the type of activity conducted by the Partner 

or the Operator. In the description of the Benefit, the Operator shall each time indicate the 

entity responsible for the implementation of the Benefit and the conditions for using the 

Benefit.  

 

9. The Operator shall immediately provide the User with a confirmation of the fact of financing 

or co-financing of the acquired Benefit or Benefits, and this moment is treated as the moment 

of conclusion of the Transaction.  

 

10. After the conclusion of the Transaction and after the payment (financing or co financing) on 

the terms specified in the Terms of Use, the Operator makes the Delivery of the Benefit in the 

manner specified by the User chosen from the forms available on the Platform or in the 

manner specified in the agreement concluded between the Operator and the Client. The 

Delivery is made within the period specified in the agreement concluded between the 

Operator and the Client.  

 

11. The final price of the Transaction that is binding to the parties is the price of the Benefit 

specified in PLN on the Platform Website at the time of confirmation of the Transaction by the 

User. 

 

12. In the case of performance of the service or purchase of the goods covered by the Benefit 

offered by a Partner, the Partner is the issuer of invoices or receipts for the performance of 

the services or purchase of the goods covered by the Benefit purchased through the Platform. 

The invoices or receipts are issued to the User by the Partner for the amount corresponding 

to the price of the Benefit. 

 



13. In the case of performance of the service or purchase of the goods covered by the Benefit 

offered by the Operator, the Operator is the issuer of invoices or receipts for the performance 

of the service or purchase of the goods covered by the Benefit purchased through the 

Platform. The invoices or receipts are issued to the User by the Operator for the amount 

corresponding to the price of the Benefit. 

 

14. As regards the Benefits offered by the Partners, the Operator acts only as an intermediary 

between the User and the Partner, which is why the Partner is the performer of the service or 

seller of the goods and is obliged to issue the invoice or receipt in accordance with the 

applicable regulations. The Operator issues a debit note to the User.  

 

15. Notwithstanding any other rights provided for in the Terms of Use or required by law, if the 

Partner is responsible for the implementation of the Benefit, the User is entitled to lodge 

complaints with the Partner. In the case of Benefits performed by the Operator, the User is 

entitled to lodge complaints directly with the Operator.  

§ 6 Payments  

1. Online payments made on the Platform by bank transfer or by means of a payment card, as 

made available within the Scheme, are handled by the Settlement Agent, PayU S.A., with its 

registered office in Poznań at ul. Marcelińska 90, entered into the Register of Entrepreneurs 

maintained by the District Court in Poznań – Nowe Miasto and Wilda in Poznań, 8th 

Commercial Department of the National Court Register under No. KRS: 0000274399, Tax 

Identification Number NIP: 779-23-08-495. 

 

2. Payments via the payment system may be made only by Users authorised to use the 

instrument on which the execution of the payment for the Transaction is based. 

 

3. After approval of the Transaction and choosing the form of payment via the payment system, 

the User is automatically redirected to the website of the Settlement Agent. 

 

4. The User can make the payment for the Transaction within the Cash Limit and with his/her 

own funds, depending on the type of Benefit and the method of its financing or co-financing 

as defined in the agreement concluded between the Operator and the Client. The Operator 

does not charge the User any fees for making the payment via the Settlement Agent.  

 

5. If the value of the Cash Limit is lower than the total value of the Transaction or if the Cash Limit 

is “0”, the User can pay the remaining amount by means of payments made through the 

Settlement Agent. The User makes the payments for the Transaction with his/her own funds 

(subject to the limitations set out in the agreement concluded between the Client and the 

Operator relating to the rules of financing or co financing of Benefits) in the amount equal to 

the difference between the total price of all the Benefits purchased in a single Transaction and 



the value of the awarded Cash Limit in the following way: by a payment card or by bank 

transfer made via the online payment system (Settlement Agent) in parallel with the payment 

for the Benefit (Transaction).  

 

6. The funds within the Cash Limit are used to pay for the Benefit acquired in the Transaction in 

the first place, before the User’s own funds. The User cannot make the payment for the Benefit 

(Transaction) partly with the Cash Limit and partly with his/her own funds if there are funds 

on the Cash Limit that remain unused after payment for the Benefit.  

 

7. If the payment made by bank transfer or a payment card cannot be processed within three 

hours of the payment, the Operator has the right to cancel the Transaction in the case referred 

to in paragraph 5. Failure to pay for the Transaction within the period specified in the Terms 

of Use invalidates the Transaction. In this case, the User is not obliged to bear any costs and 

the Operator shall not pursue the conclusion of the Transaction. 

 

8. Any complaints concerning non-performance or improper performance of the payment: 

 

1) made with the Cash Limit should be addressed by the User to the Operator, 

2) made by bank transfer or a payment card should be addressed by the User directly to the Settlement 

Agent or to the Operator. 

§ 7 Orders  

1. The agreement concluded between the Client and the Operator determines the terms, rules 

and deadlines for submission of Orders for Benefits and specifies the number of a particular 

type of Benefits that the User can order 

 

2. The Orders can only be made during the term of the agreement between the Operator and 

the Client up to the value of the Cash Limit. If the funds in the Cash Limit are insufficient, the 

User can co-finance the acquisition of the Benefit in accordance with Articles 5 and 6 of the 

Terms of Use.  

 

3. To Order the Benefit or Benefits, the User selects the option “Order or Accept” in the 

appropriate tab on the Platform Website. The User further specifies: 

 

1) the number of selected Benefits of a given type, which cannot be greater than the number specified 

in the agreement referred to in paragraph 1; 

2) the form of Delivery from the ones made available on the Platform; if, pursuant to the agreement 

concluded between the Client and the Operator, the Delivery is made to the Client’s office, the User 

has no option to choose the form of Delivery.  



After indicating the required choices, the User sends the Order to the Operator by choosing the 

“Confirm” option in the order summary. 

4. Ordering Benefits is made in accordance with the order of confirmation of the Orders until the 

number of available Benefits of this type is depleted or until reaching the maximum number 

of Benefits of this type that can be the object of a single Order. 

 

5. Orders can be placed only during presentation of the Benefit on the Platform.  

 

6. If the Order is placed within the Cash Limit, there is no conclusion of an agreement between 

the User and the Operator, but only a choice of the Benefits that will be financed by the Client 

for the User. 

 

7. The Partner or the Operator is obliged to deliver and liable to the User for delivering the 

acquired Benefits with due diligence arising from the type of activity conducted by the Partner 

or the Operator. In the description of the Benefit, the Operator shall each time indicate the 

entity responsible for the implementation of the Benefit and the conditions for using the 

Benefit.  

 

8. After the Order is placed, the Operator makes the Delivery of the Benefit in the manner 

specified by the User chosen from the forms available on the Platform or in the manner 

specified in the agreement concluded between the Operator and the Client. The Delivery is 

made within the period specified in the agreement concluded between the Operator and the 

Client. The Operator is entitled to make the Delivery of the Order contingent upon the Client’s 

payment for the Benefit.  

 

9. The final price of the Order that is binding to the parties is the price of the Benefit specified in 

PLN on the Platform Website at the time of confirmation of the Order by the User. 

§ 8 Cancellation of the Transaction (withdrawal from the agreement)  

1. Platform Users can cancel Transactions, in whole or in part (on the condition that they have 

not used the Benefit in whole or in part) without specifying the reasons within 14 days of 

conclusion of the Transaction by sending an appropriate written statement (e.g.: a letter or e-

mail) and the Purchase Confirmation to the address of the Operator. 

 

2. The cancellation period begins upon the receipt by the User of a written instruction and 

fulfilment by the Operator of informational obligations laid down in the Act on Consumer 

Rights of 30 May 2014. 

 

3. Cancellation of the Transaction or its parts is not possible: 



 

1) after delivery of the entire Benefit by the Partner or the Operator; with the provision that Benefits 

such as gift cards, coupons and the like are considered to be delivered in full upon the first use of the 

gift card or coupon in accordance with the terms of use of the Benefit on the condition that the User 

has been informed by the Operator before the use of the Benefit that the User loses his/her right to 

cancel the Transaction after the use of the Benefit;  

2) in any case, after the Partner delivers to the User the security code or other number making it 

possible for the User to use the Benefit or after entry of the code by means of the tool (online services) 

specified in the terms of the offer, which marks the delivery by the Operator of the entire Benefit 

specified in the Purchase Confirmation; 

3) in the case of Benefits consisting of accommodation (other than for residential purposes), food 

services, services related to recreation, entertainment, sports or cultural events (e.g.: a concert, a 

performance, a cinema show, a hotel stay, a trip, a training course, or an air ticket), purchased for a 

definite period or day indicated in the description/term of use of the Benefit. 

4. In the event of effective cancellation of the Transaction by the User, the Operator shall: 

 

1) return to the User the funds covered by the Cash Limit and used in the Transaction,  

2) return to the User the funds paid individually by the User in connection with financing or co-

financing of the Benefit in the form corresponding to the form of payment for the Benefit.  

5. The reimbursement must be made within 14 calendar days from the date of receipt by the 

Operator of the User’s withdrawal statement.  

§ 9 Complaints 

The User can submit complaints to the Operator in connection with the use of electronic services 

provided by the Operator or concerning the ordered and purchased Benefits. The complaint may be 

submitted in electronic form and sent to the e-mail address of the Operator: 

reklamacje@multikafeteria.pl. The complaint should include the User’s Login and the description of 

the problem. The Operator shall immediately, but no later than within 14 (fourteen) days, process the 

complaints and send an answer to the e-mail address of the User specified in the complaint.  

§ 10 Free services 

1. The Operator can electronically provide the Users with the following free services: 

 

1) maintaining the User Account. 

2. The services specified in Article 10(1) above shall be provided 24 hours a day 7 days a week, 

unless the contract concluded between the Client and the Operator provides otherwise. 

 

3. The Operator reserves the right to choose and change the type, form, time and method of 

providing access to the selected services; the Operator shall inform the Users of those changes 

in the manner appropriate for changes of the Terms of Use.  
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4. The service of User Account maintenance is available after completion of the Registration 

process performed on the terms described in Article 4 of the Terms of Use. 

 

5. Users who have completed the Registration process, have not concluded any Transactions and 

do not have any Points in the Moneybox may submit a request to delete their User Accounts 

to the Operator via the Client; if such a request is submitted to the Operator, the Account may 

be removed within 30 (thirty) days of receipt of such a notification from the Client.  

 

6. The Operator is entitled to block access to the User Account and to the services if the User acts 

to the detriment of the Operator or other Users, violates the law or the provisions of the Terms 

of Use and if blocking access to the User Accounts and to the services is justified on grounds 

of security, in particular, when the User overcomes the safeguards on the Platform Website or 

conducts other hacking activities. Blocking access to the User Account and to the services for 

the reasons mentioned above is made for the period necessary to resolve the issue giving rise 

to the blocking of access to the User Account and the free services. The Operator shall notify 

the User of having blocked access to his/her User Account and the free services by an e-mail 

sent to the address provided by the User or in a different manner as specified in the agreement 

concluded between the Operator and the Client. 

§ 11 Liability 

1. The provision of electronic services and access to the Platform Websites may be interrupted 

or disrupted due to: 

 

1) a failure, modification, modernisation, expansion or maintenance of the ICT system or software of 

the Operator; 

2) force majeure, acts or omissions of third parties (independent of the Operator). 

2. The User may use the Benefits in a way suited to his/her health and physical condition.  

 

3. The Operator is not responsible for the consequences of the lack of compliance of the User 

with the provisions of the Terms of Use and rules of using a particular Benefit.  

 

4. The Operator is not liable to the Users for the actions of its Partners and their employees 

(Partners are separate entities not related to the Operator) or for the consequences of those 

actions. 

 

5. The Operator is not liable to the Users for: 



1) User’s inability to use the Scheme in the full time indicated in the agreement, due to non-compliance 

of the Users with particular conditions specified in the description of the Benefit, in the agreement 

and/or in the Terms of Use; 

2) User’s inability to use specific Benefits offered by the Partner due to random events beyond the 

control of the Operator; 

3) User’s inability to use the Scheme due to circumstances attributable to the User;  

4) change of the type of Benefits available to the User or their temporary or permanent unavailability 

within the Scheme in connection with the determination of their type by the Client in the agreement 

concluded with the Operator.  

6. The Operator is not responsible for the inability to use or difficulty in using the Platform due 

to causes attributable to the User, in particular if the User loses his/her Password or if third 

persons come into its possession (regardless of the reason). However, the Operator is 

responsible towards the User if the User lost the Password or if third persons came into 

possession of the Password due to reasons attributable to the Operator or due to reasons for 

which the Operator is responsible. 

 

7. The Operator is not liable for damages caused by acts or omissions of the Users, in particular 

for their use of the Platform in a manner inconsistent with the applicable law or the Terms of 

Use. 

 

8. The sole source of the obligations of the Operator is the present Terms of Use, the Agreement 

and the mandatory provisions of law. 

§ 12 Personal data and cookies 

1. The Operator is the administrator of Users’ personal data voluntarily provided to the Operator 

during the Registration and during provision of services by the Operator by electronic means 

of communication or in other circumstances as set out in the Terms of Use. 

 

2. Personal data shall be processed by the Operator only based on the consent to process the 

data and only for the purpose of implementation of the agreement and provision of services 

by electronic means of communication and for other purposes specified in the Terms of Use. 

 

3. The collection of personal data provided to the Operator is reported by the Operator to the 

General Inspector for Personal Data Protection (GIODO). 

 

4. The personal data provided to the Operator are provided voluntarily, with the provision that 

failure to provide the personal data specified in the Terms of Use during the Registration 

makes it impossible to complete the Registration, create the User Account, place orders and 

have them executed. 

 



5. All persons who provide the Operator with their personal data have the right to access their 

content and to correct them. 

 

6. The Operator provides the ability to remove the personal data from the database, especially 

in the case of deletion of the User Account. The Operator may refuse to remove User’s 

personal data if the User has violated the applicable law and the preservation of the personal 

data is necessary to clarify the circumstances and determine the User’s liability. 

 

7. The Operator protects the personal data entrusted to it and makes every effort to protect 

them from unauthorised access or use. The collected personal data of the Users are treated as 

a separate database stored on a server of the Operator in a special security zone, which 

provides adequate protection. 

 

8. The Operator does not give, sell or make available the personal data of the Users to other 

persons or institutions, unless with the express consent or at the request of the User, in 

accordance with the applicable law or at the request of the court, the prosecutor’s office, the 

police or other authorised authority if the User violates the law. 

 

9. With the express consent of the User, the Operator may transfer the personal data of the User 

to the Settlement Agent to the extent necessary for the implementation of the Agreement if 

the User makes a payment via the Settlement Agent’s system. 

 

10. The Operator uses the mechanism of cookie files that are stored on the hard drive of the User’s 

device when the User uses the Platform Websites. 

 

11. Cookies are used in order to ensure the correct functioning of the Platform Websites on the 

terminal devices of the User. This mechanism does not destroy the terminal device of the User 

or change the configuration in the terminal devices of the User or in the software installed on 

these devices. Cookies are not used to identify Users. 

 

12. The Operator uses cookies in order to: 

1) remember the information related to the terminal devices of the Users; 

2) verify and develop its offer; 

3) obtain statistical data. 

13. Each User can disable cookies in the browser of his/her terminal device. However, the 

Operator informs that disabling cookies can cause inconvenience or prevent the use of the 

Platform Websites. 



 

14. The detailed rules concerning cookies are contained in separate regulations available on the 

Platform Website.  

 

§ 13 Closing the Account (termination of the agreement for the provision of electronic services) 

1. Account Deactivation takes place if: 

 

1) the agreement between the Operator and the Client that registered the User is terminated; 

2) the Client informs the Operator that, in accordance with the agreement concluded between the 

Client and the Operator, the User submitted a request to terminate the agreement for provision of 

electronic services or to delete his/her Account or if the User is no longer entitled to use the Scheme 

based on the decision of the Client.  

2. Account Deactivation occurs also in the case of User’s death. 

 

3. Account Deactivation shall be made within 14 days of the occurrence of any of the 

circumstances specified in paragraph 1.  

§ 14 Final provisions and changes in the Terms of Use 

1. The Terms of Use are in force from the date of their publication on the Platform Website. 

 

2. The content of these Terms of Use may be preserved by printing, saving on a storage device 

or downloading it from the Platform Website at any time. 

 

3. The Operator can change the provisions of the Terms of Use for important reasons, including 

in particular: 

 

1) repeal, amendment or introduction of new legislation or issue of a decision by the relevant 

authorities whose decisions apply to the Operator and affect its activity; 

2) introduction by the Operator of organisational or technological changes, including changes 

concerning the rules of providing services to Users that affect the manner in which Users are provided 

with services;  

3) change in current services, introduction of new services or withdrawal of some services offered by 

the Operator. 

4. The content of the amendments to the Terms of Use shall be communicated to the User by 

placement of a notification on the amendment of the Terms of Use on the home page of the 

Platform during the period of at least 14 (fourteen) consecutive days; the Users who have 



provided their e-mail addresses will be additionally informed by the Operator of any 

amendments to the Terms of Use by means of an email. 

 

5. The Organiser shall provide the information on the change to the Terms of Use in the manner 

specified above not later than 14 (fourteen) days prior to the introduction of the amended 

Terms of Use. If the User who has a User Account does not accept the new content of the 

Terms of Use, the User is obliged to notify the Operator of this fact within 7 (seven) calendar 

days from the date of being notified of the amendments to the Terms of Use. Failure to accept 

the changes results in deactivation of the Account; the Operator shall inform the Client who 

has registered the User of the lack of User’s consent.  

 

6. All Transactions entered into by the Operator before the day of amending the Terms of Use 

and all the Orders submitted are implemented according to the Terms of Use in force at the 

date of conclusion by the User of the Transaction or at the date of submission of the Order by 

the User. 

 

7. In the event of a dispute concerning the conclusion of a Transaction or submission of an Order, 

the parties shall endeavour to resolve the matter amicably. The governing law applicable to 

the settlement of any disputes related to these Terms of Use is the Polish law. 

 

§ 15 Communication with the User 

1. In connection with the conclusion of the Transaction, the User and the Operator shall 

communicate using the Platform Website (via the Internet).  

 

2. In the case of withdrawal from the Transaction, in full or in part, the Operator shall 

communicate with the User in one of the following ways: by traditional or electronic 

mail. In the case of complaints, the Operator shall communicate with the User in one 

of the following ways: by traditional mail, telephone or electronic mail. 

 

3. The Operator provides the following contact details to enable proper communication 

with the User in the cases referred to in paragraph 2: 

 

1) traditional mail: Plac Europejski 2, 00-844 Warsaw, 

2) telephone: +48 22 242 42 42,  

3) e-mail: kontakt@multikafeteria.pl . 

 

mailto:kontakt@multikafeteria.pl

